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Abstract: Various kinds of powerful intelligent mobile devices (MDs) need to access multimedia
content anytime and anywhere, which places enormous pressure on mobile wireless networks.
Fetching content from remote sources may introduce overly long accessing delays, which will result
in a poor quality of experience (QoE). In this article, we considered the advantages of combining
mobile/multi-access edge computing (MEC) with device-to-device (D2D) technologies. We propose a
D2D-enabled cooperative edge caching (DCEC) architecture to reduce the delay of accessing content.
We designed the DCEC caching management scheme through the maximization of a monotone
submodular function under matroid constraints. The DCEC scheme includes a proactive cache
placement algorithm and a reactive cache replacement algorithm. Thus, we obtained an optimal
content caching and content update, which minimized the average delay cost of fetching content files.
Finally, simulations compared the DCEC network architecture with the MEC and D2D networks
and the DCEC caching management scheme with the least-frequently used and least-recently used
scheme. The numerical results verified that the proposed DCEC scheme was effective at improving
the cache hit ratio and the average delay cost. Therefore, the users’ QoE was improved.

Keywords: edge caching; cooperative caching; D2D-enabled; MEC; delay cost

1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of intelligent mobile devices (MDs) on networks, new
applications are constantly emerging. A huge amount of multimedia content is generated
and spread throughout the mobile networks every day. First, the demand for multimedia
content in mobile wireless networks is exploding. More and more mobile users (MUs)
would like to view this content online. Second, some of the contents have large sizes
due to their high-definition. It is obvious that the demand for the ever-increasing quality
and quantity of multimedia content poses unprecedented challenges to mobile networks.
Accessing these contents would consume multiple network resources, e.g., transmit power,
bandwidth, and backhaul links. Especially in the same region, different MUs with different
kinds of MDs may require some of the same popular contents in the same period, which
may even lead to network congestion.

To overcome these challenges, mobile/multi-access edge computing (MEC) is pro-
posed, taking advantage of computing, communication, and caching resources at the edge
of networks [1–7] over hybrid fiber–wireless (FiWi) access networks [8,9]. Specifically, by
proactively caching more popular content in advance, edge caching has the potential to re-
duce the content accessing latency, backhaul links’ usage, and cloud computing load [10]. In
this way, popular content is cached at base stations (BSs) or access points (APs) at off-peak
times. MUs’ requests for the same content can be satisfied easily without retransmitting the
content from remote cloud servers via backhaul links [11,12].

In fact, a BS’s or an AP’s caching capacity is usually not unlimited, which might
degrade the network performance in some way [13,14]. To this end, device-to-device
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(D2D) communications are expected to enhance the abilities of the networks [1,15–18].
Note that a large number of MDs are widely distributed in the current mobile networks.
The caching capacity and computing resources of these MDs are ubiquitous, as well as
the edge servers [19]. In some cases, besides caching at the BSs, more popular content
files may be cached at the MDs and can be requested by more MUs conveniently [20].
D2D communications are usually free or inexpensive and can obtain efficient spectrum
utilization. Caching at the MDs leverages the powerful storage capacity of MDs, which is
probably the lowest-cost and fastest-growing network resource [15]. It is also important to
know that D2D communication can use the traditional cellular band and the unlicensed
mmWave band [15,21] to transmit data between MDs. These processes do not require the
participation of intermediate nodes. It can be said that D2D communications extend the
coverage of traditional cellular networks, as well as provide a solution to the scare spectrum
resources of cellular networks [22]. At present, content files’ distributed caching at BSs and
MDs is regarded as a promising solution [23]. Combining D2D communication with edge
caching is recognized as an effective technique in mobile wireless networks [16,20,24].

Nevertheless, having separate caching scheme designs cannot make good use of
caching resources. In order to meet this challenge, cooperative caching schemes have been
designed to improve the performance of networks [19,25–29]. It has been proven that
cooperative caching is an effective method to reduce the cost of content accessing delay
and the traffic burden on mobile wireless networks [25,30,31]. Moreover, most requests are
highly latency-sensitive, and users would like to turn off the slow and poorly performing
applications [10]. Therefore, the maximum delay tolerance for the content caching strategy
should be considered.

Therefore, in this paper, we considered the optimal content caching management prob-
lem in D2D-enabled cooperative edge caching (DCEC). A strategy of collaborative caching
among MDs and edge servers in the hierarchical MEC networks is proposed. By leverag-
ing the maximization of a monotone submodular function under matroid constraints, we
minimized the average delay cost at the caching nodes for optimal performance. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce the DCEC network architecture combining the advantages of the MEC
and D2D technologies. Each requested content file can be served cooperatively by the
caches at the MDs, by the caches at BSs, or the content library in central cloud servers.

• We propose the average delay cost model for requested content files by MUs and
formulated the content caching optimization problem. We proved that this is the
problem of maximizing a monotone submodular function under matroid constraints.
To solve such a problem, we adopted the proactive cache placement algorithm and
reactive cache replacement algorithm, aiming to minimize the average delay cost.

• Extensive simulations compared the DCEC network architecture with the MEC and
D2D networks and the caching management scheme with the least-frequently used
and the least-recently used scheme. The numerical results verified that the proposed
DCEC architecture and scheme were effective at improving the cache hit ratio and
reducing the average delay cost.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works.
Section 3 represents the system model, including the DCEC network model, parameter
settings, cooperative caching model, and delay cost model. Section 4 formulates the content
caching optimization problem and makes the transformation. Then, we developed an
efficient caching management scheme to solve this problem. Related simulation results are
provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Edge caching can reduce access latency without duplicate transmissions from a remote
central cloud. It has been widely studied from different aspects. Among them, there are
various caching schemes enhancing different performances of the proposed networks. Tran
et al. [11,32] pointed out that MEC has the ability of edge caching and edge processing.
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The higher bit-rate versions of the requested content could be transcoded to the lower
bit-rate ones. With transcoding, edge servers need not cache all the resolution versions
of the content. The implementation of edge processing improves the efficiency of edge
caching. Chiang et al. [33] considered partial caching, which only caches some segments of
the popular content or a few resolution versions of the same content file, which could cache
more content at the edge nodes while ensuring users’ QoE. Liu et al. [9] jointly considered
the optimal server placement, as well as content caching in MEC networks to minimize
the average delay and the usage of bandwidth. Another potential scheme is cooperative
caching, which improves the cache hit ratio by adopting cache resources at distributed
edge nodes [33]. Bhar et al. [34] studied edge caching by designing opportunistic caching
schemes to achieve high energy efficiency. Nevertheless, all of the above works focused on
two-tier edge computing networks.

Some works considered different performance parameters. Li et al. [35] considered
the various sizes of caching content and formulated the problem of maximizing the cache
hit ratio of edge caching and minimizing the average delay cost of fetching content files.
Due to the limitations of storage and costs, not all of the content files are able to be cached
in the edge servers, and it is critical to prioritize the files before deciding which are worth
caching [36]. In these above works, they did not consider the cooperation among MDs.

Some other works were based on different network architectures. Tran et al. [30]
designed a cooperative caching structure in cloud radio access networks (C-RANs). The
authors in [23] proposed a cooperative caching scheme, where caching resources were
provided jointly by macro base stations and small base stations. Wang et al. [27] considered
the optimal cooperative caching problem among edge servers in FiWi access networks,
aiming to minimize the average latency cost. They did not leverage the ubiquitous caching
capacity of MDs throughout the edge networks.

Therefore, it is very important to figure out the right caching strategy in three-tier
cooperative caching MEC networks. Wang et al. [37] considered D2D-enabled cooperative
edge caching and jointly optimized the selection of nodes and cache replacement with
federated learning considering the computing and storage capacity limitations. Zhang
et al. [38] considered the inter-tier (across different tiers) and intra-tier (within each tier)
collaborative hierarchical caching in MEC networks and derived the maximum D2D pair
number. Edge servers cooperatively cached to maximize the caching gain. The inter-tier
caching minimized the average hop number, whereas the intra-tier caching maximized the
cache hit ratio. Li et al. [21] investigated the hierarchical edge caching in both MDs and BSs
considering the different cache sizes, the social behaviors, and the preference of the MUs.
They aimed to reduce the average traffic load of the content requests.

However, the above works did not consider the maximum delay tolerance for caching
strategies. Some works have been performed on this issue [28,39]. M.K. Somesula et al.
designed caching methods considering deadlines, user mobility, etc. [29]. Due to the limited
caching capabilities, the edge nodes could not cache all the content. Since new content
is continually generated and the popularity of the content changes over time [26], it is
necessary to update the cached content adaptively. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
the DCEC architecture in the hierarchical three-tier MEC networks. We considered the
cooperative edge caching among BSs and MDs with the constraint of the maximum delay
tolerance.

3. System Model

In this section, Figure 1 illustrates the outline of the following two sections, the system
model and DCEC cache management strategy. In the system model, we first introduced the
proposed DCEC network architecture and present the DCEC system model and cooperative
caching model in detail. We analyze four ways of fetching content files, which are local
caching, D2D caching, edge caching, and cloud serves. Then, we obtained the delay cost
model. In the section on the DCEC cache management strategy, we first formulated an
optimal caching problem. Then, we transformed this optimization problem and solved it
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with the maximization of the monotone submodular function under matroid constraints.
Furthermore, we designed a DCEC cache management scheme consisting of a proactive
cache placement algorithm and a reactive cache replacement algorithm. Based on the
DCEC, we obtained the optimal cache placement and replacement.

System Model

DCEC Network 

Architecture

 Cooperative 

Caching Model

DCEC Cache 

Management  

Strategy

Problem TransformationProblem Formulation

Cache Placement through

 Maximizing Monotone 

Submodular Function

DCEC Cache 

Management Scheme

Local Caching 

 D2D Caching

 Edge Caching

 Cloud  Serves

Proactive Cache 

Placement Submodularity

Monotonictiy

Delay Cost Model

Reactive Cache

Replacement

DCEC  System Model

Mo tonictiy

Figure 1. The outline of the system model and DCEC cache management strategy sections.

3.1. DCEC Network Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 2, we present a D2D-enabled cooperative edge caching architec-
ture, which includes three tiers of heterogeneous nodes, i.e., MDs, BSs, and content library,
in the remote central cloud. The cooperative edge caching networks that we considered
consisted of N MDs. Each MD has a limited computing capacity and storage capacity
and the capability of D2D communication. They can communicate directly with their
neighboring MDs through WiFi or Bluetooth [1,20,21] and can be connected to the closest
BS via low-latency wireless links. In this way, they can share content files with each other.

In the edge tier, each BS is furnished with several edge servers and can be connected
to the cloud tier via high-bandwidth backhaul links. Optical backhauling is an efficient
way [40,41] to offer high throughput and low latency while ensuring low energy consump-
tion. In addition, with artificial-intelligence (AI)-driven autonomous optical networks [42],
the flexibility and reliability of the networks can be effectively enhanced. In the meantime,
the powerful computing capability of the edge servers can be applied to calculate the popu-
larity of the content in the content library. By leveraging AI and/or other means [43–47],
we can estimate the popularity of the content and be aware of what content is more popular
or less popular in the content library; we can estimate what content people prefer, what
content they seek, and even their profiles [30]. As the edge caching nodes, the edge servers
at the BSs are able to perform the corresponding content cache management.

To simplify the model, we considered one BS in the following derivation. In practice,
neighboring BSs equipped with limited caching capacity can cooperate with each other
and share the cached popular content files through optical fibers. The service range of this
particular BS covers all the MDs. The remote central cloud is equipped with many cloud
content servers, which own a content library. The overall storage capacity of the cloud
servers is large enough to store all the content. Content providers can use the edge caching
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resources of MEC networks to carry the requested content near the MUs. We assumed that
all the requested content files can be served within the coverage area of the BS. The FiWi
access technology guarantees the connection throughout the MEC networks.

: Wireless link

: Fiber link

Cloud tier

Edge tier

Device  tier

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

Central Cloud 

BSs

MDMD MDMD

Edge Server

: Bluetooth

Content  Library

BSs
Edge Server

BSs
Edge Server BSs

Edge Server

BSs Edge Server

BSs Edge Server

BSs
Edge Server

Figure 2. DCEC network architecture.

In our DCEC networks, the popular content may be cached in the MDs in the device
tier or in the edge servers in the edge tier. We assumed that the copies of the same content
file can be pre-stored at multiple caching nodes, whereas only one copy can be stored at the
same caching nodes. MDs can help each other when they own the corresponding requested
content. The helpers may be rewarded with accumulated reward points (ARPs). MDs with
more ARPs have higher priority for being served. On the one hand, the BS can collect
essential information about the D2D connectivity through device discovery. On the other
hand, MDs themselves can actively report information [48]. If the network situation is
undesirable and the requested content file is delay-sensitive, MDs would like to choose
D2D cooperation due to the short communication delay.

The cooperative caching process is shown in Figure 3. Each MU can send content
requests, including information about the MD, i.e., its location and geographic mobility
pattern, and the properties of the content files requested, such as the content ID [21], the
size, the popularity [35], and so on. According to this information, the BSs have the ability
to decide where the content requests are served. The requested content file of MD n can be
fetched from MD itself and from neighboring MDs via D2D cooperative caching, or from
the edge server via edge caching, or further from the content library in the remote cloud
servers [21].
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D2D

Caching

Local

Caching

MD n

Cloud Servers

Edge Server

CPU

n

Neighboring MD

Edge 
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Figure 3. Cooperative caching.

3.2. DCEC System Model

As depicted in Figure 2, N MDs are labeled as the set N = {1, 2, . . . , N}. We assumed
that all fragments of thecontent files in the content library in the cloud have an equal size.
Accordingly, I = {1, 2, . . . , I} denote the index set of all available content files requested by
the MUs. Thus, the content file i that is requested by MU n is described as Γi

n = (Ti
n, Pi

n, Ui
n),

i ∈ I , n ∈ N , where, Ti
n stands for the delay cost of fetching Γi

n, Pi
n stands for the popularity

of Γi
n, and Ui

n stands for the user with MD n who requests Γi
n.

The popularity of the content files can be estimated in advance. We denote the
popularity of content file i as Pi ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ I . It was assumed that the content popularity
changes slowly during a relatively long period at the cell level. Thus, Pi

n = Pi, n ∈ N . In
practice, the same content can have different popularities at different locations [11]. The
user who holds the MD n is labeled as Un, n ∈ N . We assumed that the MUs in the DCEC
networks obtain service from the closest BS with the maximum signal intensity. All MUs
who are likely to send content requests are denoted as U = {U1, U2, . . . , UN}. We also
denote the maximum delay tolerance for any of the content files as Tmax.

In our DCEC networks, the storage capacity of distributed MDs is denoted as Sn,
n ∈ N , and the cache set that caches the content files at MD n is denoted as Xn, n ∈ N .
Similarly, the storage capacity of the typical BS is labeled as SN+1, and the cache set at the
BS is labeled as XN+1. Generally, the storage capacity and caching capacity of the BS are
much higher than that of the MD. Thus, SN+1 � Sn, |XN+1| � |Xn|, n ∈ N . In particular,
a feasible cache placement decision set is denoted as X = {X1,X2, . . . ,XN ,XN+1}, which
must satisfy the constraints of the storage capacity, i.e., |Xn| ≤ Sn, n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}.

The actual caching capacity increases linearly with the number of MDs throughout
the network [15]. Though the limited caching resources of a single MD, the accumulative
caching capacity gathered from many MDs is big enough to storing the content [26]. For
the purpose of clearly describing the content cache decisions, the basic cache placement
set [30] is defined as follows:

P = { f 1
1 , f 2

1 , . . . , f I
1 , . . . , f 1

N+1, f 2
N+1, . . . , f I

N+1}, (1)

where f i
n denotes the content file i, which is cached in MD n, while f i

N+1 indicates the file i,
which is cached in the BS. The finite basic set P can be divided into N + 1 disjoint subsets,
P1,P2, . . . ,PN ,PN+1. The cache placement subset Pn = { f 1

n , f 2
n , . . . , f I

n} represents the set of
all content files that might be cached in MD n. PN+1 = { f 1

N+1, f 2
N+1, . . . , f I

N+1} represents
the set of all content files that might be cached in the BS. Thus, P = {P1,P2, . . . ,PN ,PN+1}
indicates the locations of the cache content files in all caching nodes. Significantly, Γi

n,
f i
n, and f i

N+1 are just the description of the same content file i at different geographic
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locations. Due to the fact that the content caching set Xn is the subset of Pn, we can obtain
Xn ⊆ Pn, n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}. For the convenience of the analysis, variable ci

n is defined as

ci
n =

{
1 f i

n ∈ Xn,

0 otherwise,
(2)

where, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}.

3.3. Cooperative Caching Model

In this section, we present how the DCEC networks serve a mobile user cooperatively
in detail when the request of content file Γi

n is sent. As a requester, when Un sends a request
for Γi

n, there are four ways to fetch the content file i, as illustrated in Figure 3, which are
summarized as follows:

• Local caching: The requested content file Γi
n is already stored in the cache set Xn of

MD n, then the request can be served locally. The involved delay cost of obtaining the
content file can be regarded as zero.

• D2D caching: When Γi
n cannot be served locally, MD n would broadcast the request to

its neighboring MDs (helpers), and the potential helpers immediately search for the
Γi

n in their own caching spaces Xm, m ∈ N\n. If there is a copy of Γi
n in a typical MD,

then it is transmitted to the requester through direct D2D links.
• Edge caching: Otherwise, the MDs will send the user requests to the serving BS. Once

the BS receives the request, it will search for content file Γi
n in its edge cache space

XN+1. On the condition that a copy of Γi
n exists, it is transmitted to the requester

through the fronthaul links.
• Cloud server: If none of the above caching nodes store a copy of content file Γi

n, the
request can be further forwarded to the cloud servers. Then, the requester can be
served via backhaul links.

The local caching and D2D caching have a high response speed and do not occupy the
fronthaul and backhaul links. Typically, our DCEC network processes requests based on
the priority of the MD itself, the neighboring D2D-enabled MDs, the serving BS, and the
cloud servers. When the requested content file is queried in a caching node, the request is
not forwarded to a higher level.

For the purpose of formulating our cooperative content caching more easily, the binary
variable xi

m,n is introduced. The detailed definition of xi
m,n is described below:

• xi
m,n = 1 indicates that Γi

n is served by the neighboring MD m, m ∈ N\{n}. It also
indicates that the content file Γi

n can be fetched from the MD itself (e.g., n = m). Thus,
the request can be satisfied locally. Otherwise, xi

m,n = 0.
• xi

N+1,n = 1 indicates that Γi
n is served by XN+1 at the BS; otherwise, xi

N+1,n = 0.
• xi

0,n = 1 indicates that Γi
n is fetched from the content library at the remote cloud

servers; otherwise, xi
0,n = 0.

Thus, the requested content file Γi
n is constrained by

N+1

∑
m=0

xi
m,n = 1, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N . (3)

In (3), it can be seen that, for the requested content file Γi
n, only one of the binary

variables can be 1 at any time. This guarantees that every Γi
n can be served.

3.4. Delay Cost Model

On the basis of the above analysis, we calculated the average delay cost of the requested
content files of the MUs. We denote t0,n as the delay cost generated by a requested content
file fetched from the content library in the cloud to MD n. Similarly, for edge caching, let
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tN+1,n represent the delay of transferring the requested content between the BS and MD n.
In this paper, it was assumed that the tN+1,n for all the requesters was same. In addition,
for D2D caching, let tm,n denote the delay incurred in transferring a content file between
MD m and MD n. For local caching, the corresponding delay of fetching the content file
was zero, i.e., tn,n = 0. Let t0,N+1 denote the delay for the transmitting of a content file in
the content library to the BS. Thus, we can obtain t0,n = t0,N+1 + tN+1,n.

Considering the huge difference in the communication distance, it is obvious that
transmitting requested content files between the content library and BS generate a much
greater delay, i.e., t0,N+1 � tm,n. For this purpose, MDs are more willing to fetch the
content files in the nearer caching node for a better QoE. To sum up, we can calculate the
delay cost of fetching Γi

n as follows:

Ti
n = ∑

m∈N
xi

m,ntm,n + xi
N+1,ntN+1,n + xi

0,nt0,n, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N . (4)

Equation (4) indicates that MD n spends time fetching content file i under the coopera-
tion of the cloud, edge, and MDs.

From the a priori knowledge of content popularity Pi
n, we can obtain the average delay

cost of fetching content files requested by user Un:

Dn = ∑
i∈I

Pi
nTi

n, n ∈ N . (5)

It is known from (5) that Dn is proportional to Pi
n and Ti

n. In order to reduce the delay
cost, for higher popularity content files, we should cache them at the MDs and/or edge
servers for easier access by the MUs. Meanwhile, this pattern can also alleviate network
congestion and reduce the network communication resource consumption.

The above parameters that we used in this article are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations and corresponding definitions.

Notation Definition

N the number of MDs
N the set of MDs
n the index of MD
I the maximum index of requested content file
I the set of indexes of requested content files
i the index of requested content file
Γi

n the content file i requested by MD n
Ti

n the delay cost of fetching Γi
n

Pi
n the popularity of content file i cached in MD n

Pi the popularity of content file i
Ui

n the user with MD n who requests Γi
n

Un the user who holds MD n
U the set of MUs that may initiate a content request
Tmax the maximum delay tolerance
Sn the storage capacity of MDs
Xn the feasible cache placement decision set of MDs
SN+1 the storage capacity of BS
XN+1 the cache set of BS
P the cache placement basic set
Pn the cache placement subset at MD n
PN+1 the cache placement subset at BS
f i
n the content file i cached in cache Xn

f i
N+1 the content file i cached in BS

ci
n indicator variable for whether content file i is cached in cache Xn

ci
N+1 indicator variable for whether content file i is cached in BS
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Table 1. Cont.

Notation Definition

t0,n the delay cost from cloud servers to MD n
t0,N+1 the delay cost from cloud servers to BS
tN+1,n the delay cost from BS to MD n
tm,n the transmission delay from MD n to MD m
Ti

n the delay cost of fetching Γi
n

Dn the average delay cost of MU Un

4. DCEC Cache Management Strategy
4.1. Problem Formulation

On the basis of the previous analysis, we modeled a content caching optimization
problem, represented as follows:

P1 : min
X ∑

i∈I
∑

Un∈U
∑

n∈N
Pi

nTi
n, (6)

s.t.

xi
m,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m ∈ N ∪ {0, N + 1}, n ∈ N , i ∈ I , (7)

N+1

∑
m=0

xi
m,n = 1, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N , (8)

Ti
n < Tmax, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N , (9)

ci
n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}, (10)

xi
m,n ≤ ci

n, ∀n ∈ N , i ∈ I , (11)

∑
i∈I

ci
n ≤ Sn, ∀n ∈ N . (12)

The objective function P1 indicates the average delay cost of fetching content files
by all MUs throughout the DCEC networks. The meaning of these above constraints is
described below.

Equations (7) and (8) guarantee that every Γi
n can be served only in one location. Con-

straint (9) ensures that each request must be served within the maximum delay tolerance;
otherwise, the request fails. Constraint (10) states whether the content file is stored in some
caching node. Constraint (11) ensures that a content file can be available only when it is
cached in the proper node ahead of time. Constraint (12) imposes that the overall caching
capacity is no greater than the total storage capability.

4.2. Problem Transformation

In order to make it possible to figure out the objective function, we further converted
the formation of the problem P1. As for the constraint (8), we can have

xi
0,n = 1− ∑

m∈N
xi

m,n − xi
N+1,n, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N . (13)

Then, substituting them into (4), we can obtain
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Ti
n = ∑

m∈N
xi

m,ntm,n + xi
N+1,ntN+1,n + (1− ∑

m∈N
xi

m,n − xi
N+1,n)t0,n

= t0,n − ∑
m∈N

xi
m,n(t0,n − tm,n)− xi

N+1,n(t0,n − tN+1,n)

= t0,n −
N+1

∑
m=1

xi
m,n(t0,n − tm,n)

= t0,n − E i
n,

(14)

where E i
n can be expressed as

E i
n = ∑

m∈N
xi

m,n(t0,n − tm,n) + xi
N+1,nt0,N+1 =

N+1

∑
m=1

xi
m,n(t0,n − tm,n). (15)

Here, E i
n can be regarded as the delay cost savings of serving Un, who request content

file Γi
n, which only depends on the binary optimization variable. As a consequence, mini-

mizing Ti
n under Constraints (7)–(12) is equivalent to maximizing E i

n. Thus, the problem P1
can be transformed as

P2 : max
X,xi

m,n
∑
i∈I

∑
Un∈U

∑
n∈N

Pi
nE i

n, (16)

s.t. (9), (10), (11), (12),

xi
m,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}, n ∈ N , i ∈ I , (17)

N+1

∑
m=1

xi
m,n ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N . (18)

The objective function in P2 denotes the total utility value. Our target was to max-
imize this utility value under the constraints (9)–(12) and (17)–(18). This problem is NP-
complete [30]; it is impractical to work it out. In this case, we tried to obtain a suboptimal
solution. It belongs to a kind of problem that maximizes a monotone submodular function
under the constraint of the matroid [29,30,49]. Next, we derive it as follows.

4.3. Cache Placement through Maximizing Monotone Submodular Function

In this section, we present that the constraints to P2 can be separated into the inde-
pendent sets. Firstly, for the finite basic cache placement set P in (1), each cache placement
decision set Xn is a subset of the content placement set, i.e.,

Xn = X∩ Pn. (19)

Given this, the constraint of caching capacity in (12) is equivalent to X ⊆ I, where

I = {X ⊆ P : |X∩ Pn| ≤ Sn, ∀n = 1, . . . , N, N + 1}. (20)

Based on the definition of matroids [23,30,49], we let the capacity constraint in (20)
form a partition matroid pairM = (P, I). As far as (2) is concerned, the set {ci

n : i ∈ I}
can be denoted as the Boolean representation of Xn. For the objective function in P2, we
have Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. The objective function in P2 is a monotone submodular function.
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Proof of Lemma 1. For each content file Γi
n and user MD, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N , we define the

new variables t0,n − tm,n = ti
m,n, ∀m ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}; denote the objection function in P2 as

z(X), which can be expressed as

z(X) = ∑
i∈I

∑
Un∈U

∑
n∈N

Pi
nE i

n = ∑
i∈I

∑
Un∈U

∑
n∈N

Pi
n

N+1

∑
m=1

xi
m,nti

m,n. (21)

As the property of submodular functions is that the sum of monotone submodular
functions is also monotone submodular [30], we just need to verify that the set function
zi

n(X) = Vi
n is monotone submodular, ∀i ∈ I , n ∈ N . With (21), we can indicate zi

n(X) as

zi
n(X) = max

xi
m,n

N+1

∑
m=1

xi
m,nti

m,n, (22)

s.t. (9), (10), (11), (17), and(18).

The set function zi
n(X) can be expressed as

zi
n(X) = max{0, ti

1,nci
1,n, . . . , ti

N+1,nci
N+1,n}. (23)

Thus, for zi
n(X), we prove its monotonicity and submodularity, respectively:

• Monotonicity: In an intuitive manner, adding a new content file to the decision set
X will not weaken the set function [30]. Given a new file f i

s ∈ P\X, we denote
Xi

s = X∪ { f i
s}. Due to Xi

s ⊆ X, It is easy to obtain zi
n(Xi

s) ≥ zi
n(X). As a result, zi

n(X)
is a monotonic function, ∀X ⊆ P.

• Submodularity: For another cache placement decision set Q, Q ⊆ X, we denote
Qi

s = Q∪ { f i
s}. Since zi

n(X) is monotone, we have

zi
n(X) ≥ zi

n(Q). (24)

The marginal value incurred by adding the new file f i
s to the sets X and Q can be

represented as
zi

n,X( f i
s) = zi

n(Xi
s)− zi

n(X), (25)

zi
n,Q( f i

s) = zi
n(Qi

s)− zi
n(Q). (26)

In order to prove zi
n(·) is a submodular function, we can show that zi

n,Q( f i
s) ≥

zi
n,X( f i

s) [30]. For the convenience of expression, we denote that Θis
n = zi

n,Q( f i
s)− zi

n,X( f i
s).

Thus, we need to prove that Θis
n ≥ 0 equivalently. For (23), the discussion is divided into

three cases:

• ti
m,n < zi

n(Q):
For this case, it is easy to see that no value increased when adding a new content file
f i
s . Then, we can obtain zi

n(Xi
s) = zi

n(X) and zi
n(Qi

s) = zi
n(Q); thus,

Θis
n = 0. (27)

• ti
m,n > zi

n(X):
In this case, we can have zi

n(Xi
s) = zi

n(Qi
s) = ti

m,n. Thus, based on the inequality (24),
we obtain

Θis
n = zi

n(X)− zi
n(Q) ≥ 0. (28)

• zi
n(Q) ≤ ti

m,n ≤ zi
n(X)

For this one, we can obtain zi
n(Xi

s) = zi
n(X) and zi

n(Qi
s) = ti

m,n. Moreover,

Θis
n = ti

m,n − zi
n(Q) ≥ 0. (29)
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In conclusion, we can obtain Θis
n ≥ 0 in any of these cases. Hence, zi

n(·) is a monotone
submodular function according to its definition [49].

We know that the constraints in (20) can be represented by a matroid pair. Based on
the proof in Lemma 1, we can see the problem described by P2 is the problem of monotone
submodular function maximization under matroid constraints. There are many possible
algorithms to solve such problems. A popular approach is to use the greedy algorithm due
to its high efficiency and low complexity.

4.4. DCEC Cache Management Scheme

The DCEC cache management scheme we propose includes two parts. The first part is
the proactive cache placement of the content files under the constraints of caching capacity.
The other one is the cache replacement when the cache is missing and a new content
file from the cloud is added [50]. Accordingly, we propose a proactive cache placement
algorithm and a reactive cache replacement algorithm in the following.

Algorithm 1 begins from an empty set for the cache placement solution. Then, it adds
new files that have the maximum utility to the current content caching set X. Finally, when
the caches at the BS and MDs are full, the iteration stops, and the output content caching
decision X is optimal. This process can be described as follows.

Algorithm 1 Proactive cache placement algorithm.
1. Initialization:

Pn = { f 1
n , f 2

n , . . . , f I
n}, Xn = ∅, n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}

P = {P1,P2, . . . ,PN+1}, X = {X1,X2, . . . ,XN+1}
2. Iteration:

while P 6= ∅ do
f j′

n′ = arg max
f j
n∈P\X

[z(X∪ { f j
n})− z(X)]

X← X∪ { f j′

n′}
if |Xn′ | = Sn′ then
P← P\Pn′

end if
end while

3. Output: Content caching decision X

At first, Algorithm 1 is initialized with an empty cache placement set in Part 1 and
implements the iteration in Part 2. Here, the iteration will not terminate until P is empty.

Within every iteration, we select file j′ in cache Xn′ , denoted as f j′

n′ , which provides the

maximum utility value. Therefore, f j′

n′ can be taken as the candidate caching file in the

scope of the unplaced files { f j
n ∈ P\X}. Then, f j′

n′ is added to the current cache placement
set. If the caches are full, content files will no longer be placed.

The cache placement problem is solved in Algorithm 1. Proactive caching can be
completed during the off-peak period. However, when a requested content file does not
exist in the available caches, there would be a cache missing. Then, the new requested
content file will be fetched from remote content servers in the cloud DC. As all the caches
are full, on the condition that such replacement improves the utility value, the DCEC
networks will replace the least-utility-value file with the new one. The reactive cache
replacement algorithm is described as follows.

The first part in Algorithm 2 describes a cache missing as the requested content file f i
n

is not in the caches. The iteration will repeat N + 1 times. At each iteration, the least-utility-

value content file f j′

n′ is selected. If the utility value increases after replacement, update the
files’ set. Thus, the newest content caching decision is X. The DCEC scheme ensures that
the replacement does not decrease the utility value.
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Algorithm 2 Reactive cache replacement algorithm.
1. Input: For the requested new content file i:

f i
n /∈ X, ∀n ∈ N ∪ {N + 1}

2. Iteration:
for n = 1 : N + 1 do

f j′

n′ = arg min
f j
n∈X

[z(X)− z(X− f j
n)]

if z(X\{ f j′

n′} ∪ { f i
n′}) > z(X) then

X← X\{ f j′

n′} ∪ { f i
n′}

end if
end for

3. Output: Content caching decision X

5. Evaluation

In this section, the simulation results are presented to verify the advantage of the
proposed hierarchical DCEC architecture and the proposed DCEC caching management
strategy. We compared the DCEC network architecture with the D2D and MEC networks
and compared the DCEC caching management scheme with the least-frequently used (LFU)
scheme, as well as the least-recently used (LRU) scheme.

5.1. Simulation Settings

In our simulation, the programming software we used was MATLAB R2020b. The
operating system was Windows 7. The RAM was 8.00 GB, and the processor was an Intel
Core i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz. The D2D-enabled edge caching networks had four BSs. Each
BS had a radius of 500 m. There were 80 MDs randomly distributed within the coverage
of each BS. We assumed that each MD can establish a wireless link to its serving BS and a
D2D link with a neighboring MD. The maximum range of each D2D link was set as 50 m.
There were 1000 different content files available for the MUs, the size of each content file
being 10 MB. The maximum delay tolerance of each task was 1 s [51,52]. The latency of
fetching content files between the central cloud and BS, the BS and MDs, and the D2D was
randomly assigned in the ranges [100, 200] ms, [20, 50] ms, and [5, 10] ms, respectively [53].
We set the cache sizes of each MD and BS as 0.05 GB and 4 GB [10,37]. The popularity of
requested content file Γi

n followed the Zipf distribution:

Pi =
1

iα ∑j∈I j−α
, ∀i ∈ I , (30)

where α ∈ (0, 1) [15].
Note that all the variables were independent for all the MDs. The main network

parameters in our simulation are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Radius of BS 500 m
The maximum D2D range 50 m
The square region 2000 m × 2000 m [54]
MD caching capacity 0.05 GB
Edge caching capacity 4 GB

Figure 4 depicts the random distribution of the MUs in the coverage of the four BSs
within the square area. The square of different colors represent users within the range of
BS. The square region ranged from −1000 m to 1000 m, both horizontally and vertically.
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Each BS had a radius of 500 m. Their coverage did not overlap. The 80 MUs were randomly
distributed within the coverage of each BS. Each MU held a mobile device.
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Figure 4. The users’ distribution in the coverage of the BSs.

5.2. Performance of DCEC Architecture

In our DCEC network architecture, we considered hierarchical cooperation among the
local MDs and edge caches. Content files can be fetched locally from the MD itself or its
neighboring MDs, from the edge caches, or from the remote cloud. The performance of our
proposed DCEC network architecture was compared with two other networks:

• D2D networks: In D2D networks, we considered cooperative caching only among
neighboring MDs.

• MEC networks: In MEC networks, we only considered caching at the edge servers.

In the following simulations, we considered two metrics to evaluate our proposed
network architecture:

• Cache hit ratio: The parameter cache hit ratio is an important indicator, which is used
to measure whether a cache management strategy is efficient. When a content file
is requested by an MU, if the content file is found in the caches, it is considered as
a cache hit; otherwise, the content file has to be fetched from the content library in
the remote cloud servers; this process is a cache miss. Thus, the cache hit ratio can be
represented as follows:

CacheHitRatio =
HitNumber

HitNumber + MissNumber
. (31)

• Average delay cost: the average delay cost of fetching content files for all MUs.

As depicted in Figure 5, we first compared the relationship between the average delay
cost with the number of MDs according to (5). The average delay cost is expressed as the
sum of the product of content popularity and the delay cost of fetching content. We can
see that the more MDs there were, the higher the average delay cost was. Since the DCEC
network architecture utilizes the MDs’ caching resources for capacity enhancement, the
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delay cost was lower than the other two networks. We can also observe that the average
delay cost of the DCEC networks increased more slowly than the MEC and D2D networks.

Figure 5. Average delay cost with different numbers of MDs.

As Figure 6 illustrates, this paper compared the cache hit ratio of the three network
architectures with different numbers of cached content files. We can see that the cache hit
ratio increased as the number of cached content files increased, and the cache hit ratio of
DCEC was higher than those of the MEC and D2D networks.
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Figure 6. Cache hit ratio of different caching architectures.

Figure 7 depicts the average delay cost with different numbers of cached content files.
We can observe that the average delay cost decreased with the increase of the edge cache
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content files. From Figures 6 and 7, it is easy to see that the proposed DCEC architecture
outperformed the D2D and MEC architectures.
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Figure 7. Average delay cost of fetching content files.

5.3. Performance of DCEC Cache Management Scheme

We compared our DCEC cache management scheme with the LFU and LRU using
the mathematical analyses. When the caches are full, the LFU fetches content from the
cloud and replaces the file that is least frequently used; the LRU replaces the file that is
least recently used.

Figures 8 and 9 represent the cache hit ratio and average delay cost of the different
algorithms with different numbers of cached content files, respectively. As the edge cache
content files increased, the cache hit ratio increased correspondingly, whereas the average
delay cost decreased. Since the DCEC scheme ensures that the utility value does not
decrease, we can see that the cache hit ratio was greater than the other two schemes, and
the average delay cost was lower than the other two schemes. On the basis of those results,
we can conclude that the proposed DCEC architecture and scheme outperformed the others.
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Figure 8. Cache hit ratio of different algorithms.
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Figure 9. Average delay cost of different schemes.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we considered jointly exploiting the advantages of cooperative caching
and D2D communication technologies in MEC networks, where the caching resources in
edge nodes and D2D-enabled MDs can be efficiently utilized. We proposed the DCEC
network architecture, in which each request for a content file can be served cooperatively.
The formulated problem aimed to minimize the average delay cost. To work out this
problem, we adopted monotone submodular function maximization to select the caching
content files. The DCEC cache management scheme was proposed to find the optimal
caching decision. The simulation results verified that the proposed DCEC architecture and
DCEC cache management scheme were effective. Our proposals outperformed the MEC
and D2D networks, the LFU and LRU schemes with the cache hit ratio and the average
delay cost. Thus, users’ QoE was improved. Therefore, in our future work, the DECE
architecture will be further investigated in other application scenarios, such as wearable
devices, navigation services, and so on. We also can consider federated learning to improve
edge intelligence.
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